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CHAIRMANS 
REPORT
Those of you who couldnʼt make the AGM a few weeks 
back here is my report which I read out to those who 
managed to be there. Those of you who were there see if 
you can spot any additions:
Douglas Adams said in The Salmon of Doubt, Iʼd take 
the awe of understanding over the awe of ignorance 
any day. While Jimi Hendrix said, Knowledge speaks but 
wisdom listens.... According to a Canadian psychologist 
wisdom has fi ve crucial components:
Willingness to seek opportunities to resolve confl ict; will-
ingness to search for a compromise; to be able to recog-
nise the limits of our personal knowledge; a realisation 
that more than one perspective of the challenge can exist 
and fi nally acceptance that things may get worse before 
they get better. Perhaps some wisdom needs to be ap-
plied to the April fi sh/algae bloom confl ict of the vlei.
Dr Stephen Lamberth said in a recent email: ...based on 
more than 10 years seasonal fi sh monitoring (a Dept. 
of Agriculture Forestry & Fisheries Research / City col-
laboration), similar surveys from the early 1990s and 
some even earlier data, the current fi sh assemblage of 
the estuary is the healthiest ever recorded. 
Many suggestions as to how to resolve this challenge 
were thrown into the pot. One of them being the removal 
of the rubble weir. And I quote Lamberth once more:
Removal of the weir would allow more scouring of these 
sediments but water levels would drop below the comfort 
levels of resident boaters.  Ideally, from an ecological 
perspective, the weir should be removed and water levels 
allowed to rise against the berm to at least one metre 
above that currently permitted, for maximum scouring to 
happen. However, this would be well above the comfort 
levels of Marina residents. 
There are a number of ways to manipulate the estuary 
mouth ranging from constant excavation to infl atable 
weirs, most of them expensive. Innovation is needed.
And so we have, to quote Sandra Fowkes, a deeper un-
derstanding of the issues and tools to interpret what is 
occurring before engaging in counter-productive sugges-
tions that are likely to have perverse outcomes.
Which will sustain life in, on and around the vlei? Leav-
ing the weir where it is? Or spending money, lots of it, 
to manipulate the mouth with constant excavation and 
infl atable weirs? Is there another solution?
Incidentally when all this was going one I was out of the 
country in the east. They say being a fl y on the wall may 
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help in seeing the bigger picture. I donʼt know when I 
returned the fi rst thing I wanted to do besides crying was 
resign as chairman of the Trust. It felt so hopeless and I 
felt so helpless. But then a few positive emails, a couple 
of encouraging words from the organisationʼs hardwork-
ing excom and voila, I feel ready to take it all on once 
more.
Although it appears that we have spent more this year 
than 2011 a few good things have happened in our trea-
sury department. The late Mike Cormack bequeathed a 
healthy sum of money and Gerrard has managed to reg-
ister us as a Public Benefi t Organization. Any funds you 
want to give ZVT can save you income tax.  . So please 
dear members, join the ʻMy Villageʼ scheme; recycle your 
paper and glass at our Lakeside shopping centre igloos; 
invest some time in doing something for the vlei., or sim-
ply, make a healthy donation. 
Two visitors arrived in Zandvlei recently: In April a jacana 
made a brief stopover; please go to our website for fur-
ther details of bird counts their dates and what you can 
do to help. And this month a water solar heater expert 
from Denmark landed on my roof, took one look dropped 
on to the ground pick up a new evacuated tube and fi tted 
it into the hole where the existing broken tube had been 
and then scratched on a piece of paper and gave me an 
invoice for R150 to cover the replacement; saving me R25 
000 which three plumbers had quoted claiming the whole 
system needed replacing. Looking in the book I found 
the Danish man to be just what I needed to save water 
and energy. Call me if you want his name and number 
for I believe him to be a rare species and should be well 
looked after. And now for some more good news.
Sharon McCallum, currently managing the coast to coast 
elephant trail hike on which her husband Ian and others 
are loping along, has done some exciting work with her 
friends of Capricorn and has started the Capricorn Library 
Holiday Hiking Club. Something more members could 
involve themselves in. Just go to our   website and see 
what theyʼre up to. We are still bringing schools into the 
reserve  to the EEC for after school lessons and I am told 
we need more funds to keep up this good work.
Thanks to Pick ʻn Pay and fi ve or six other businesses in 
Lakeside Peter Kruger has successfully taken over from 
Una Hartley in maintaining the Westlake (Lakeside) 
Gardens. There was also a generous contribution by way 
of plants from one Mr. Richard Jamieson of Black Dog 
Plants. Once again the funding that is coming in on a 
monthly basis barely keeps the gardens afl oat. So please 
use those igloos for your recycling of paper and glass. You 
will note that there are four igloos there now so thereʼs no 
excuse...theyʼre not always full.

As always, Park Island is a constant joy for dog walkers 
and peace seeking residents of Marina da Gama. Pam 
Hepple and her team of workers have been fl ying the 
Zandvlei Trust fl ag here. Thanks to George Ellis and Carol 
Bloch who donate a substantial monthly sum so that these 
workers may be paid. Cassandra Sheasby gave Pam a 
canoe and Innocent, the Malawian gardener may be spot-
ted from time to time clearing the shores of the island of 
litter, while Nimrod and Adrian continue maintaining the 
land. More alien clearing has been done too. And some 
Agapanthus donated by the Marina da Gama Association 
were planted at the entrance of the island.
Somehow I think Zandvlei Trust wouldnʼt be whole without 
the hard work of Neil Major. When I close my eyes I pic-
ture the man leaning into the bakkie grabbing fi ve (two 
and three in each hand) plastic packets of well nursed 
healthy indigenous plants.  I think he has planted more 
good fl ora in public places in the Deep South than any 
other person. Yesterday I caught Neil at it on the Prince 
George Drive Island. Those of you who travel the Blue 
Route regularly as you reach the Constantia off ramp just 
look at the island that divided the fl ow of ingoing and 
outgoing traffi c. All those indigenous plants now rising 
to between two and three metres are all Neilʼs Cape Flats 
Fynbos Nurseryʼs doing. Although the south-Easter may 
have something to say about the height of Prince George 
Drive Island growth itʼs going to give the same enjoyment 
to those who drive or stroll down to Sunrise Beach. Go and 
check it out even the bollards posted to protect the plants 
from reckless driving and vandalism seem to be playing 
ring-a-ring-a-rosy.
Many thanks once more to Gavin Lawson who not only 
keeps a team of hackers on their toes but regularly sees 
that our website is updated.  He is another who keeps 
my feet on the ground and reminds me of that Canadian 
psychologist and his search for wisdom. And then to Vin-
cent Marincowitz and Ken Williams who deal with money 
and membership matters like no-one else can, thank you 
for another good year. I think we are up on membership 
and still spending money wisely...nearly said like thereʼs 
no tomorrow.
Lastly the committee, July Dunkerley, Gerrard Wigram, 
Sharon McCallum, Peter Kruger, Lucia Rodrigues, Joyce 
Brandt and Muriel Darke who together have kept me on 
my toes and kept Zandvlei Trust alive and well with re-
gards to the fi nances, the odd admin needed, the newslet-
ter, the notifi cations to you, our members and the remind-
ers to the chairman to remember a thank you letter here 
and a signature there. To you all itʼs been a year fi lled 
with fun and joy, may this year be more fruitful.
 David Muller.
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WHERE 
HAVE ALL 
THE SPARROWS GONE?
In the last Zandvlei Trust newsletter Muriel Darke men-
tioned the effect the introduced grey squirrel (Sciurus 
carolinensis) has had on our local fauna, particularly 
the Cape francolin (Francolinus capensis - now the Cape 
spurfowl). The article reminded that I too had noticed 
something attributable to the grey squirrel.
At the entrance to a company in Paardeneiland was a 
tiny lawn and forlorn rosebushes. A bird fl ew into one of 
the bushes with a caterpillar in its beak. I peered in and 
saw a Cape wagtail feeding three young. The receptionist 
asked what I was looking at. “Siestog”, she said, “we 
used to have a pair that bred in our garden every year”.  
So did we. Then I realised I hadnʼt seen them for years!
The wagtail or kwikstertjie (Motacilla capensis) is surely 
one of the most unassuming, harmless, friendliest and 
useful of garden birds that eats kilograms of pests. And 
what about the humble Cape sparrow or mossie (Passer 
melanurus). Remember how common they once were? 
Their untidy nests in hedges, under eaves, on telephone 
poles. Their decline must have been so gradual it went 
unnoticed. 
Normally, there are two reasons why birds slowly disap-
pear. Loss of habitat or food supply.
My work included travelling around greater Cape Town, 
the Flats and Paarl, Stellenbosch and Somerset West. I 
concentrated on where the birds were. Wagtails and 
sparrows were still fairly abundant in industrial areas - 
Paardeneiland, parts of Epping, Airport Industria.
What did these areas have that suburbia didnʼt? This was 
an anomaly. Did industrial areas have a more favourable 
food supply and breeding habitat than suburbia?
Then a pair of olive thrushes (Turdus olivaceus) built a 
nest in a hedge outside my offi ce window. I watched as 
she laid three eggs, deep green and beautifully speck-
led. They normally have a clutch of two. Then about a 
week into incubation, I heard a commotion and saw a 
grey squirrel trying to force its way through matted twigs 
and thorns. The birds were not giving up without a fi ght. 
They started pecked its face and eyes, shrieking. Using 
a swimming-pool pole I managed to force the intruder 

back. It scurried off.
After this, whenever the female left the nest to feed, I 
would check on the contents of the nest with a mirror on 
the end of a piece of conduit. Three days later I found 
one egg missing, which was strange, as one would expect 
all the eggs to be missing if Mr. Squirrel were the culprit. 
The eggs eventually hatched and two naked chicks were 
visible.
Then a few days later I saw a squirrel running along the 
vibracrete wall with something in its mouth. I peered into 
the nest - only one chick. Both adults arrived, each with 
a morsel for the chicks. They both then fed the remain-
ing nestling, apparently oblivious that one was missing. 
I fashioned a screen of canary wire, hoping it would pro-
tect the nest. About ten days later the chick fl edged and 
left the nest safely (see photo). I hadnʼt been aware that 
squirrels predated on birds. 

In industrial areas where sparrows and wagtails survived, 
there were no oak or pine trees, therefore no squirrels. Is 
this why they are able to survive in industrial areas.
I did some research on Sciurus carolinensis. I consulted 
the ʻBibleʼ of mammals, the tome that is as heavy as its 
title is Long - Smithers ʻThe Mammals of the Southern 
African Subregion .̓ The grey squirrel was introduced by 
Cecil John Rhodes some time between 1890 and 1900 be-
cause they reminded him of home. He should have stuck 
to what he did best - making money - because the grey 
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squirrel was/is not an indigenous English mammal to be-
gin with. They were introduced from America to Britain, 
where they then did what they do best and decimated the 
indigenous red squirrel. 
Other Rhodes imports were the Chaffi nch (Fringilla coe-
lebs) in 1898, the Eurasian (formerly European) Starling 
(Sturnus vulgaris, a particularly fi tting name) in 1899 
and a fresh stock of Fallow Deer (Cervus dama). All, ex-
cept the Chaffi nch, have subsequently become problem-
atic. And for what? To remind him of home? He imported 
invasive species and exported diamonds and gold. 
To be fair to him, he did give us the vast Groote Schuur 
Estate, site of the University of Cape Town and his 
Memorial, as well as Rondebosch Common.
According to the thesis of JCG Millar, “Aspects of the ecol-
ogy of the American Grey Squirrel, Sciurus carolinensis. 
University of Stellenbosch, 1980”, observations recorded 
on the food revealed 30 listed items, with acorns and pine 
seeds the most important, followed by “vegetables and a 
range of deciduous fruits, including grapes, almonds, 
and plums. Other items included garden plants, grain 
and birdʼs eggs”. No mention of nestlings.
In Smithersʼ “Mammals of the Southern African Subre-
gion”, 72 stomach contents revealed that nuts and “pine 
tree seed” made up “70% of their annual diet.” Other 
secondary foods included “fungi, pollen, grass seeds” 
etc, and “birdʼs eggs and their fl edglings.” There seem to 
be a few queries here though. How could one possibly de-
duce, by examining 72 stomach contents, that pine seed 
made up “70% of their annual diet”? Secondly, didnʼt he 
mean “nestling” instead of “fl edgling”? 
On the internet there is, of course, a ton of information 
on the grey squirrelʼs diet in the US and the UK. A few 
are:
The Mammal Society website.
Grey squirrels can damage and kill trees, especially young 
oaks, by stripping the bark. Squirrels eat birdsʼ eggs and 
nestlings and compete with birds for tree cavities.
The Michigan Natural History Society
Grey squirrels will rob nests of both chicks and eggs. 
To reduce raiding on nest boxes a metal washer should 
be fi xed around its entrance hole, preventing squirrels 
from gnawing the hole wider. The bottom of the nest box 
must be far enough away from the entrance hole so that 

squirrels cannot reach the eggs or chicks with their arms 
(sic).
Columbia University, New York
Spring foods include elm seeds, tree buds, corn, insects, 
mushrooms and other fungi, and any stored nuts they 
can fi nd. Squirrels will eat bird eggs, fl edglings or even 
adult birds if they have the chance.
The list goes on and on. In fact, it is diffi cult to see why 
we tolerate them. 
Economic Importance for Humans In Great Britain: 
Sciurus carolinensis isconsidered very destructive to 
property and is ranked second in negative impact only to 
the Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus).
IUCN/SSC Invasive Species Specialist Group (ISSG):
The grey squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) is native to de-
ciduous forests in the USA and has been introduced to the 
UK, Ireland, Italy and South Africa. In Europe they caused 
the local extinction of the red squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris). 
In Italy, the government offers a reward for grey squirrel 
tails. This species has been nominated as among 100 of 
the “Worldʼs Worst” invaders.
It is said that every living thing has a purpose in life but 
it is diffi cult to fi nd anything benefi cial about the grey 
squirrel. Until you consider this:
“In the UK skinned grey squirrels are offered for sale in 
the Salisbury market.” “The owners of a Cornwall shop, 
which began selling squirrel in 2008, say customers can-
not get enough of them. Some say the meat tastes like 
wild boar, others describe it as more of a cross between 
duck and lamb. One diner said: “It is moist and sweet 
because, basically, its diet has been berries and nuts.”
“Squirrel meat is low in fat and completely free-range, 
which gives it a fi rmer and chewier texture similar to 
rabbit. It is claimed it is about as ethical a dish as it is 
possible to serve on any dinner plate.”
“In Mississippi, squirrel hunting and trapping brings in 
$12.5 million dollars annually.” “One of Elvis Presleyʼs 
lesser known food facts was that he used to tuck into 
squirrel whenever available”. 
The upshot? It truly is a nasty beastie. So when next you 
see a squirrel, remember you are actually looking at the 
legendary ʻrat the size of a cat .̓
- Anton le Roux-Marx.
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PHOTOS FOR THE NEWSLETTER. 
We are keen to publish good, clear photos of our special 
environment, but so often we are unable to publish sub-
missions because they quality is unsuitable for printing 
purposes. What looks good on a PC screen may not be 
of a high enough resolution to print on paper. Please 
remember that we print in black and white so a green 
frog against a green background reproduces as a black 
splodge. Wait for the subject to get into the light or open 
shade, if possible, with a clear background. Also, please 
set your cameras to record the image at a resolution 
between 150 and 300 dpi. The fi le size of the image 
should be atleast 1mb-1.5mb. Also, photos taken with a 
cellphone are just not good enough.

Day. Date Open Day. Date Close. 
- - Thur 18/09/2012
Fri 12/10/2012 Mon 18/10/2012
Mon 12/11/2012 Fri 16/11/2012 
Mon 10/12/2012 Fri 14/12/2012

CWAC (Co-ordinated Water bird Count)

We count and record the species and number of water 
birds. You will need a pair of binoculars; a spotting scope 
is very useful, if you have one. You do not need to know 
too much about birds as you will be given guidance and 
if you have an interest you should learn quickly. If you are 
knowledgeable about birds we need you too.

It will only take 3 hours of your time. Zandvlei is divided 
into 3 areas; 
Westlake Wetlands 
Zandvlei upper, includes the Marina canals 
Zandvlei lower, includes the Marina canals. 

This is part of the national census of all water bodies 
in South Africa. The information is collated by the ADU 
(Animal Demographic Unit) at the University of Cape 

Town. See the ADU website for more information. 

The information helps scientists study the movement and 
distribution of water birds throughout the Southern Af-
rican wetlands, dams, vleis, estuaries, rivers and all the 
seasons.

This information is also used to determine and forecast 
what possible effects climate change will have for all living 
organisms, humans included.

Counts for the coming year will take place on;
Saturday 21 July 2012
Saturday 20 October 2012
Saturday 19 January 2013

Contact: Gavin Lawson (021) 705 5224 
or glawson@xsinet.co.za

WHAT’S 
ON

Our website – www.zandvleitrust.org.za – is regu-
larly updated with information about the nature reserve 
and our activities. Please visit it regularly. If you have 
photographs/anecdotes about your experiences and 
sightings around the estuary, please send them to Gavin 
Lawson at glawson@xsinet.co.za. We would love to post 
them on the site for everyone to enjoy.

Cape Bird Club has outings to Rondevlei Nature Reserve 
on the fi rst Saturday of the month. These outings are 
for Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are welcome. 
From the M5 turn East into 5th Avenue and then at the 
fi rst traffi c lights turn right into Perth Road. Follow the 
signs. A small entrance fee to the Reserve is payable at 
the gate.

Zandvlei Estuary mouth planned opening 
and closing dates 

ZANDVLEI TRUST SHIRTS

We have had Golf shirts 
printed with the Zandvlei 
Trust logo on the pocket 
and the words ʻZandvlei 
Trustʼ printed on the back. 
These are available at 
R150.00 each. 
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I was born here in beautiful Cape Town and studied 
Electrical engineering in high school when my original 
career prospects were to join the South African Air Force. 
Shortly after leaving school and having worked part 
time during Grade 12 I was able to save enough to go 
to England on a working holiday visa. I lived there for 
13 months but missed home and my family terribly and 
came home in 2002 due to a family emergency. I was 
very happy to be home. 
I decided at that stage that due to the strange things 
happening in the Arms deal at the time that I would have 
to fi nd another career avenue and I started my Nature 
Conservation studies in 2003 with the Cape Technikon 
(now the Cape Peninsula University of Technology) and 
completed my practical year at Rietvlei wetland reserve 
in 2005 graduating Cum Laude. It required an immense 
amount of extra work as I didnʼt do Biology as a high 
school subject. I then did a few months of contract work 
setting up the Blaauwberg Conservation Area nursery 
and propagating plants for them before moving to act 
as the manager for Edith Stephens Wetland Park in June 
2006. In September 2006 I was appointed as the Reserve 
Manager of Zandvlei Nature Reserve, which was still a 
22ha area at that stage. 
I have been at Zandvlei for almost 6 years and in that 
time have met some wonderful people, built amazing 
partnerships and our Zandvlei team has gone from 
strength to strength. In October 2006 the reserve was 
expanded to include the estuary and canals, one of the 
highlights in the history of Zandvlei. 
We were able to do some amazing things in my time 
here and I have watched the growth of this area and the 
increase in public interest over the years. 
We started renovating our new offi ces in 2006 and were 
fi nally able to move into them in 2011, they will always 
hold a special place in my heart as every brick was laid 
with our own hands, all the cement was mixed by our 
team. We have just recently been able to screed, tile 
and paint the Environmental Resource Centre which is 
now linked to the Education Centre internally and the 
transformation this space has had in staff morale is 

clearly evident. 
In 2009 I completed my B.Tech in Nature Conservation 
which I studied part time while working full time at 
Zandvlei, it was tough and ended in many late nights but 
we had some wonderful projects come out of it and at the 
end I graduated with distinction in all subjects. 
The fi sh stocks that we have seen in the sampling over 
the last 5 years have amazed me and really do highlight 
the importance of this estuary and the resilience of it to 
continue functioning even in such a built up area. There 
have been some massive challenges, some too big for me 
to resolve and with that I have decided to move on and 
get back into the fi eld. 
I love getting my hands dirty and seeing a visible 
difference from a dayʼs work. I am no doubt going to 
miss Zandvlei but will still be in the area and will watch it 
with interest as things move forward. 
I wish everyone living and recreating here the best of luck 
for the future and would like to thank all the people who 
have assisted us in the past with all the projects that we 
have done – keep doing it and have fun at the same time, 
it is the best way to get things done.
Cassandra Quinton Sheasby
From all who are involved with Zandvlei – those of us 
who live in the area, those of us who know you and have 
worked with you. Thank you Cassy. Your efforts and 
energy that you put into the Greater Zandvlei Nature 
Reserve are much appreciated. Go well Cassy!

FROM 
CASSY:

Cassy Sheasby.
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THE 
BATTLE 
OF ACACIA
Say Vachellia – now practise saying the word ʻVachelliaʼ 
because this is what has happened …..

Every six years, when the International Botanical 
Congress meets, it tackles a backlog of problems related 
to the naming of plants.  At the congress in Melbourne, 
Australia in July 2011, one longstanding debate reached 
closure. 

The debate was about who gets the keep the botanical 
name, Acacia?

To two different continents, the Acacia is more than just a 
tree – itʼs an icon. The fl at-topped thorn trees silhouetted 
against a red African sky and the golden wattle, (Acacia 
pycnantha) of Australia, whoʼs green and gold colours 
inspire the garb of the countryʼs sportsmen. It is also the 
Australian fl oral emblem.

In 1773 the Swedish botanist, Carl Linnaeus fi rst described 
the type species of the genus Acacia in Africa, but both 
continents could lay claim to Acacia trees. Over the past 
30 years, anatomical and genetic analyses demonstrated 
that Australian and African Acacias do not belong in the 
same genus.

So which trees – Australian or African – should be known 
as Acacia? 

Africa had prior claim to the name since the fi rst type 
species, Acacia nilotica (the scented pod Acacia), was 
found here, but Australia has the overwhelming majority 

of species: more than 1 000, compared with Africaʼs 80. 

The issue was seemingly resolved at the 2005 botanical 
congress in Vienna, when the delegates decided that the 
name Acacia would belong to Australia. But another 6 
years of debate ensued.

The debate drew to a close when delegates to the 2011 
botanical congress voted to uphold the 2005 decision. 
Australiaʼs Acacias will retain the genus name, and the 
new type species will be the Australian Acacia penninervis 
(the Hickory Wattle). African species would be assigned to 
the genus Vachellia. 

All the current tree books still refer to “our Acacias” as 
Acacias, so until such time as the Tree books change, 
I suppose we will continue to make use of the name 
Acacia. 

For information - Vachellia is a genus of fl owering plants 
in the legume (Pea) family, Fabaceae. It belongs to the 
subfamily Mimosoideae. Its species were considered 
members of genus Acacia until 2005.

For example - Acacia xanthophloea is a tree in the 
Fabaceae family and is commonly known in English as 
the Fever Tree. It has also become a landscape tree in 
areas outside of its natural range – there are some, for 
example, doing very well in Marina da Gama. This plant 
is now known as Vachellia xanthophloea. Its common 
name remains Fever Tree.

The characteristic Thorn Tree of Africa was known as Acacia but this is no longer the case. It is now known as Vachellia 
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The Silvermine Black Eagles are breeding for the ninth 
consecutive year.

In 2004 I accidentally came across their nest site during 
one of my walks in the nature reserve.

 Since then they have produced a chick every single 
year which is quite a record because large birds like 
eagles, do not breed every year. The reasons for this are 
varied. Prey availability is probably the biggest driver 
for breeding; another in my opinion is territory, or how 
much of it to be more precise.

Our Silvermine pair has more than they need as they 
are the only pair of Black Eagles left on the Peninsula 
mountain chain.

And although this is a sad fact, they are reaping the 
benefi t from being the only apex predator in the nation-
al park and spoilt for choice of hunting grounds. I have 
seen them hunt as far afi eld as Scarborough and carry a 
dassie all the way back to their nest cliff on Noordhoek 
Peak, a good fourteen kilometres away. Having said 
that, I must add, that it is not ideal for eagles to have 
to hunt so far from their nests because they use a lot of 
energy to carry prey that far and defend it from other 
hungry raptors and crows along the way.

Therein I think, lies the answer to why we only have 
one pair left on the peninsula mountain chain; too 
little food within reasonable distance of the nest cliff. 
In Black Eagle mountain kingdoms further afi eld like 
the Cederberg and the Karoo National Park for instance, 
prey availability is so abundant that Black Eagle pairs 
are able to breed anything from three to fi ve kilometres 
apart. These Black Eagle pairs however have another 
price to pay for all this abundance of food and that is 
the amount of time they have to spend defending their 
territory against their neighbouring pairs. And because 
this takes up a lot of their time and energy they often 
donʼt get down to breeding and it takes them many 
more years to produce the same number of chicks as the 
Silvermine Eagles do, who, as I have mentioned before,  
have to work a lot harder at fi nding food.

Fifty or more years ago, anecdotal evidence would have 
it that the mountain chain was probably home to three 
or more pairs. Whether they all produced chicks every 
single year we will never know. Nevertheless their nest 
sites are still visible to this day. One of these nests can 
be found on the cliff above Westlake Golf Course. This 
was home to a pair of eagles from the early 50ʼs to 
the early 70ʼs. We assume the disturbance and loss of 
hunting grounds due to the building of the Ou Kaapse 
Weg spelled the end of their occupancy. Where they 
went after that we do not know, perhaps further down 
the coast towards Cape Point, where another nest bears 
testimony to Black Eagle habitation.

We have been able to construct a lookout point at 
Noordhoek Peak with funding from Eagleʼs Nest Wines 
Constantia. Visitors to the Silvermine Nature Reserve 
will notice the interpretive signage at the main park-
ing area near the dam. Following the circular jeep track 
that winds its way north of the dam (in the direction of 
Elephants Eye) to the top of the mountain, the fi rst route 
marker is where mountain bikers gather for a breather 
while enjoying the view.  Additional route markers show 
the way to the lookout that has been constructed out 
of the natural rock found in the area. It is essential to 
bring along a pair of binoculars.

Lucia Rodrigues

VERREAUX 
(BLACK EAGLES) 
ON THE PENINSULA

The Black Eagles at their nest on Noordhoek peak. Thanks to Warren 
Johnson for the picture
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Cape Townʼs waterways are cleaner and more navigable 
than they were last year, a group of intrepid paddlers 
concluded after undertaking the third annual Peninsula 
Paddle on Sunday 3 June.

A group of enthusiastic paddlers aged between 14 and 
70, led by route pioneers Kevin Winter and Alistair Lee, 
set off at dawn from Muizenberg on the Indian Ocean 
on canoes, kayaks and stand-up paddle (SUP) boards 
and navigated through a labyrinth of vleis, canals and 
rivers to Woodstock Beach on the shores of the Atlantic 
Ocean, before entering the Milnerton Lagoon and 
fi nishing at the old wooden bridge.

The colourful annual event, initiated in 2010, seeks 
to raise awareness about the importance of the many 
waterways connecting the cityʼs 3.7 million residents in 
a spirit of goodwill and celebration, under the theme 
ʻTake back the Cityʼs waterways .̓ The event attracted 
a core group of about 23 paddlers, with the number of 
participants swelling to 42 along the Zandvlei stretch 
of the route. It took the paddlers nine and a half hours 
to complete the 27km route which meandered through 
nature reserves, light industrial areas, recreational 
areas, residential estates and marinas. 

While participants were impressed with the rich variety 
of birdlife at Zandvlei Estuary Nature Reserve and 
Princess Vlei, they cautiously made their way through 
the connecting canals between these vleis where used 
nappies, building rubble, old curtains and tyres replaced 
birds and reeds. Many of the residents who spoke with 
paddlers along the way expressed their discouragement 
over the attitudes of some residents who continue to 
throw rubbish and waste over their property walls into 
the canal system.

While it is evident that there is still much work to be 
done to drastically improve the state of our Peninsula 
waterways, the paddlers were encouraged to see some 
of the recent progress in terms of river rehabilitation 
work undertaken by the City of Cape Town and various 
groups and individuals.

Louise Stafford of the Cityʼs Invasive Alien Species 
Management Programme, who supported the event, 
stated that large tracts of the alien-invasive water 
hyacinth that previously blocked sections of the 
route have been removed since February this year, 
particularly in the area between Athlone and Salt River. 
This rehabilitation activity forms part of the aquatic 
weed clearing work that has been done through the 
Kader Asmal Project which has also resulted in skills 
development and job creation, with several river 
wardens having now been appointed to control alien 
vegetation along two-kilometre tracts of the Liesbeek 
and Black Rivers. 

Water samples taken at Princess Vlei and Zandvlei 
by Dr Kevin Winter, lead researcher in Urban Water 
Management at UCT, showed only trace elements, barely 
detectable – an improvement on last yearʼs results.

Says Winter: “As citizens, we are all connected to these 
waterways and the quality of these waterways affects 
not only the environmental health of our City, but also 
the opportunities they offer. The citizens of Cape Town 
will know that they have taken back the cityʼs waterways 
only when it is safe to do. Then they can remove their 
protective safety masks (worn along certain stretches 
of the route) and paddle in waters that do not pose a 
health risk.” 

As part of the eventʼs awareness-raising programme 
along the route, several environmental groups and a 
local forum organised a series of activities at Princess 
Vlei for learners from four local Lavender Hill schools. 
Learners enthusiastically paddled around the vlei in 
infl atable boats and also heard about the signifi cance 
of aquatic ecosystems, the history of the vlei and 
pending threats to the area. Poems were read, rap 
songs created, stories told and trees planted as part of 
the celebrations. The activities at Princess Vlei served 
to highlight the importance of wetlands, waterways 
and recreational spaces in this area of natural beauty 
and local heritage which is currently threatened by 
development. 

PENINSULA PADDLERS 
TAKE ON 
THE CITY’S WATERWAYS.
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Endurance swimmer, maritime lawyer and 
environmental campaigner Lewis Pugh (ʻThe Human 
Polar Bearʼ) joined the group on the fi nal leg of the 
paddle. He voiced concern about the large number of 
plastics emitted from storm water drains and rivers into 
the ocean. Pugh said that these journeyed deep out to 
sea and were a hazard to seabirds while also being an 
eyesore. 

Also joining the colourful fl otilla was veteran hard line 
investigative journalist and Carte Blanche presenter, 
Derek Watts. The award-winning programme is expected 
to highlight the plight of the Cityʼs waterways in a future 
episode of the popular television programme. 

The event also attracted the support of councillors from 
areas through which watercourses fl owed, including 
Ward 72 Councillor for Grassy Park, Steenberg 
and Southfi eld, Jan Burger; Ward 58 Councillor for 
Rondebosch, Mowbray, Rosebank and Claremont, 
Councillor Matthew Kempthorne and Ward 49 councillor 
for the Athlone Area Councillor Suzette Little. 

The spirit of the event was overwhelmingly positive, 
festive and educational. Even paddlers who experienced 
challenges, such as a punctured infl atable boat, retained 
their sense of humour to the very end.

Peninsula Paddle 2012 was collaboratively organised 
and supported by a number of individuals and 

organisations, including Friends of the 
Liesbeek, Zandvlei Trust, AfriOceans, BEN 
(Bicycling Empowerment Network), the 
Princess Vlei Forum, Gravity Adventures, 
the City of Cape Townʼs WasteWise 
programme, SANBI, the Southern African 
Young Water Professionals (Western Cape) 
and WESSA.

Details of the 2013 Peninsula Paddle event 
will be announced via media and published 
on the website closer to the time. 

Peninsula Paddle is now an annual Cape 
Town event, held to coincide with World 

Environment Day (5 June) celebrations each year. 
The event aims to raise awareness of major social 
and environmental concerns that affect the Cape 
Peninsula, to highlight the need for rehabilitation; and 
to encourage communities to change the way in which 
waterways are utilised. The fi rst paddle was pioneered 
by Thomas Cousins, Kevin Winter, Alistair Lee and 
Trevor Johnston on 23 May 2010 who paddled through 
the intricate network of waterways stretching from the 
Indian Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean. The idea was to 
raise awareness about the waterways while collecting 
water samples at various points along the way. Never 
before had this been attempted.

PENINSULA PADDLERS TAKE ON THE CITY’S WATERWAYS cont.

Dr Kevin Winter and Derek Watts of Carte Blanche arrive at the 
Milnerton lagoon

Amongst the fi nishers at Milnerton laggon was environmental 
activist Lewis Pugh on the right
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Ian McCallum and Ian Michler left Rocky Point on the 
west coast of Namibia on the 1st of May 2012.  This 
epic, 5 month journey on foot, bicycle and canoe will 
cross six southern African countries to St Lucia on the 
east coast of South Africa. They are currently in canoes 
on the Okavango Delta being challenged by huge 
crocodiles.

This important journey will promote a greater 
awareness of conservation, with particular reference 
to the human-animal interface and the challenges that 
local communities face as well as leadership issues 
specifi cally relevant to southern Africa.

This is their blog after passing through Namibia.

Thank you & Farewell Namibia
Posted by Ian Michler on Jun 6, 2012 in Field Notes

It took us 27 days and 1,490 km to pass through Na-
mibia. And as it so often happens on long journeys, 
individual days tend to merge the passage of time. As 
we left the Dobe border post for the Okavango wetlands 
in Botswana, recollections of those fi rst steps as we ven-
tured out from Rocky Point on the wild and wind-swept 
beaches of the Skeleton Coast seemed an age ago.

However, while the heat and physical endeavour may 
have blurred certain senses, it has nonetheless been an 
incredible journey of discovery and learning. Our ex-
periences have been made all the more gratifying and 
complete through the extraordinary people we have 
met along the way. All showed immense hospitality and 
gave so openly of their knowledge and expertise. From 
all of us involved in TRACKS, many thanks indeed, and 
to Namibians one and all, you are blessed with a mag-
nifi cent country.

There is so much to relate, but for this blog, I will keep 
it to some of the more notable conservation and wild-
life management issues. The most impressive aspect 
has been to see fi rst hand the success and vitality of 
Namibiaʼs Community-Based Natural Resource Manage-
ment (CBNRM) policies. Bound up in what are common-
ly referred to as conservancies, these natural resource 

management entities have over the last three decades 
become the backbone of Namibiaʼs conservation efforts 
across the entire northern and central regions of the 
country.

Tasked with the dual challenges of conserving the na-
tionʼs ecosystems and biodiversity as well as promot-
ing development and reducing poverty levels, planning 
began back in the 1980ʼs. This work was pioneered 
by various NGOʼs, most notably the Integrated Rural 
Development and Nature Conservation (IRNDC) and 
the World Wildlife Fund (WWF). Their efforts received 
signifi cant traction after independence in 1990 when 
the new government, through the Ministry of Environ-
ment and Tourism, bought into the vision. New legisla-
tion was introduced in 1995, which meant that CBNRM 
became the offi cial policy of the Namibian government 
and for the fi rst time rural and traditional communi-
ties, representing approximately 41% of the land, now 
had real ownership and responsibility for their wildlife 
resources.

Today there are over 70 conservancies, either fully reg-
istered, or in the process of being registered.  These 
cover over 135 000 sq km, or approximately 16% of 
the country, and are home to about 240 000 people. 
In the process, various other stakeholders, including a 
host of NGOʼs and other government ministries, as well 
as the eco-tourism sector, have also fully embraced the 
policies.

Another signifi cant feature of the conservancies is those 
situated in the north-western regions of Kunene and Ka-
okoland now form an uninterrupted corridor linking the 
Iona-Skeleton Coast TFCA (Trans Frontier Conservation 
Area) with Etosha Pan National Park. This is increas-
ingly becoming a vital link between wet and dry season 
ranges for both wildlife and livestock.

And then in the far eastern regions around Tsumkwe, 
the three San-managed conservancies have also be-
come signifi cant success stories.  Forming a corridor 
with Khaudum Game Park, which in turn links into 
the wildlife-rich regions of Ngamiland in northern Bo-

UPDATE ON 
THE TRACKS OF GIANTS 
EXPEDITION 
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tswana, the San are now regaining control over some of 
their ancestral lands. This has restored a strong sense of 
pride and purpose to the lives of a group of people that 
have otherwise been appallingly treated by all govern-
ments across the sub-continent.

Given the global recognition and praise for these poli-
cies, Namibiaʼs approach must surely hold something 
for other states across Africa grappling with similar is-
sues?  While the specifi cs to each region and country 
will differ, the vision involving awareness, consultation, 
education, ownership and empowerment is a sound and 
powerful one.

Despite the successes, disputes and challenges remain. 
The different objectives and priorities brought to respec-
tive initiatives by the numerous stakeholders involved 
cropped up most commonly. Not unlike that of landlord 
and tenant, or the supply and demand chain common 
to the industrialized world, the pricing of assets and the 
scope of usage have become the markers for many of 
these disagreements. The next step must surely involve 
a more integrated approach.

Not unexpectedly, the age-old confl icts that exist be-
tween humans and wild animals outside the urban ar-
eas continue. Whether amidst those living a life of sub-
sistence or the commercial agricultural world, tales of 
competition for space and water are commonly heard. 
There are however notable distinctions. For the rural 
communities, these often play out literally as struggles 

involving life or death: elephants trampling harvestable 
crops or baboons devastating newly planted seedbeds 
may mean a season of hunger, while people get killed 
every year by predators, elephants or hippo. For the 
commercial cattle rancher, which is the primary agricul-
tural activity in these northern regions, these confl icts 
are seemingly more about time and money.

Within both constituencies, there appears to be a wide 
range of opinions as to how best these confl icts should 
be managed. While removing the offending animals re-
mains a popular option, it was heartening to hear many 
conservancy members and farmers reject this choice on 
the basis that wildlife should not always bear the direct 
blame. Some spoke of land-owners needing to take 
more responsibility over their livestock and crops, and 
better compensation packages were also a preferred 
solution.

Particularly gratifying has been the obvious interest 
and enthusiasm for the newly created KAZA transfron-
tier park (Kavango Zambesi Transfrontier Conservation 
Area). Incorporating almost the entire Caprivi Strip, 
Khaudum Game Park and the large surrounding conser-
vancies, these Namibian components to what will be the 
worldʼs largest protected area form a vital western Ka-
lahari arm. Given what Namibia has already achieved 
with its corridor conservation initiatives, it is not beyond 
possibility that these regions are next linked to Etosha 
Pan. Why not?

Ian McCallum (left) and Ian Michler with Chief Bobo and his mother. The picture was taken near Tsumkwe in so-called Bushmanland on Namibias 
eastern border with Botswana. Chief Bobo is head of one of the SAN tribes living in that area.
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The Zandvlei Trust is in need of an IT volunteer 
amongst our members who could help us into Fa-
cebook, onto Google and the like so that we can 
have a broader foundation for the world to land 
on when surfi ng, fl ying and visiting Zandvlei, Mui-
zenberg and Cape Town.

Please contact the Chairman or any other commit-
tee member if you can help.

Nicola Okes is a PhD student at the University of Cape 
Town, studying the spatial ecology and pollution burden 
of Cape Clawless Otters (Aonyx capensis) in the Cape 
Peninsula. Over the course of the next three years, she 
aims to determine the distribution, relative abundance 
and health status of the Cape Clawless Otter and to cor-
relate this with aquatic ecosystem habitat type, health 
status, and pollution levels (e.g., heavy metals, pesti-
cides and toxic algal blooms) in the Cape Peninsula.

Zandvlei is an important part of her study and YOU can 
help by being an OTTER SPOTTER.

Report sightings to Nicloa at; nicolaokes@gmail.com or 
on 082 961 9082, or follow and submit sightings online 
at www.nicolaokes.co.za . 

BECOME 
AN 
OTTER SPOTTER

Yvette Lambrecht

tel +27 21 709 0919 • cell +27 82 975 7184

y v e t t e @ s u b s t a n c e f i l m s . c o . z a

Substance Films produces video media 

for corporates, NGO’s and CSI’s. We are 

passionate about filmmaking. We produce 

authentic work through a combination of 

production skills and content knowledge.

Please get in touch for a quote.

Clients include FIFA, Sonke Gender Justice, 
Grassroot Soccer, and Project Concern International
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• We are your 
community pharmacy  

• Our script pricing is 
very competitive  

• We are open 
‘til 9pm daily 

Clinic hours:
  Mon - Thurs 8.30am to 8pm 
            Friday 8.30am to 6pm
            Saturday 8.30am to 1pm

Pharmacy Hours: 
08:30 to 21:00 weekdays, Saturdays
09:00 to 21:00 Sundays and public holidays


